Users Executive Committee meeting minutes for March 2, 2018
The meeting began at 8:00 am. Attendees were:
UEC: Sowjanya Gollapinni (Chair), Jiyeon Han, Leo Aliaga-Soplin, Gavin Davies, Tammy
Walton, Fernanda Psihas (remote), Joseph Zennamo, Carrie McGivern, Sarah Demers,
Brian Nord, and Frank Chlebana.
Directorate: Nigel S. Lockyer
Washington: Ben Kallen, Lewis-Burke Associates
FSPA: Monica Nunes, Xuan Chen, Karl Warburton
Users’ Office: Kim Pearce
Global Services: Griselda Lopez
Indico Agenda Page: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/16543/
Chair’s Report
Sowjanya Gollapinni reported. Short meeting anticipated since UEC only met two weeks
ago in February.
• Updated numbers from Griselda/Kim indicate that UEC has ~3900 active users
currently (2984 offsite, 916 onsite). More data is being collected to understand
how these numbers evolved over the past 5 years along with details on US vs
non-US users.
• To strengthen communication between UEC and experimental collaborations,
UEC has started a new tradition of giving reports at the collaboration meetings.
UEC presented reports at the MicroBooNE and NOvA collaboration meetings and
received valuable feedback from users. All of the feedback is being recorded and
UEC will work to actively address it in the coming weeks. Next, there is a plan to
present reports at the Muon g-2, DUNE and CMS collaborations.
Report from the Directorate
Nigel Lockyer reported. Most of the discussion focused on plans for the March DC trip
meetings and the specific Ask being prepared. (Details of the discussion are covered
under the Washington report and Government relations minutes).
Users Meeting Sub-Committee
Tammy Walton reported. The planning and arrangements for the 51st Annual Users
Meeting are actively ongoing. As a reminder, the users meeting this year will be on June
20 and 21, 2018. UEC Outreach & Education Sub-committee has started working with
the Communications office to coordinate a science communication training session at

the Users meeting. A SLACK channel feedback forum was proposed as an additional way
to improve communication and interactions with users during the users meeting. Other
options will be explored. A draft users meeting agenda is being prepared by the subcommittee which will be circulated to the UEC for feedback. The goal is to finalize the
agenda by early April.
Government Relations Sub-Committee
Carrie McGivern reported. The sub-committee is busy in arranging for the March DC trip
(March 7 – 9, 2018) and preparing needed materials. Justin Vasel has done a fantastic
job at revamping the connections process and managing DC trip meetings online (e.g.
trip reports, assigning members to meetings etc.). The software is called “WHIPS”. UEC
is very thankful to Justin for his dedication and hard work for this. Carrie reports that
currently there is 99% coverage for Senate and 89% coverage for House. The meetings
scheduled (on March 2) cover 26% on the senate side and 18% on the house side; these
numbers are quickly evolving. Everyone is working hard to schedule meetings. There
were only less than 50 unclaimed offices and members with less than 3 primaries are
asked to claim those offices to schedule meetings. The Ask for the trip included a
request for FY18 budget ($860M for DOE HEP (Senate mark) and $8.0B for NSF (as a
whole) inline with messages from other communities. The rest of the discussion focused
on DC trip materials (community letters to House/Senate from various user groups,
status of Dear Colleague Letters) and how to optimize new materials being added to the
trip folders. A rough schedule for the 3 DC trip days was also discussed. UEC thanks
Joseph and Carrie for their leadership and dedication in organizing this very important
annual meeting.
Report from Washington
Ben Kallen (Lewis-Burke Associates) reported. Short report. The discussion focused on
FY19 budget which is also under progress. The March 2019 DC trip Ask has FY18
numbers, so, there was a question about how DC trip members should respond to FY19
questions during meetings (absolute numbers or specify a % increase). Ben suggested
that verbally mentioning a 4% anticipated increase w.r.t. FY18 budget (to keep up with
inflation) is a reasonable response. A question of what portion of the $8B Umbrella NSF
budget request corresponds to Physical Sciences was raised (in case it comes up in office
meetings). Ben suggested that this is roughly at the 4% level. Ben suggested that he is
following up on the FY19 numbers and will inform the group once he has more
information on them. UEC would like to thank Ben for his monthly Washington reports
at the UEC meetings and his help with the DC trip preparation and planning.
Outreach and Education Sub-Committee
Brian Nord reported (verbally).
• The sub-committee held various science communication training sessions for DC
trip attendees and has finished the needed training. UEC thanks Brian for his
hard work in leading this effort.

•
•

•

The outreach brown bag lunch event held on Feb. 27th was announced to various
experimental collaborations and the sub-committee will continue to help
advertise outreach and education events to the user community.
The sub-committee is also working with communications and education office to
revamp the outreach volunteer database effort to provide an easier way for
volunteers to sign up for outreach/education events at Fermilab.
The UEC webpage will need to transition to the new WordPress. The web master
(Gavin) will make the transition for the group.

Quality of Life Sub-Committee
Frank Chlebana reported. The report focused on feedbacks. All the feedback is being
collected into a google document that will be constantly updated as feedback is
received. A summary of the feedback received so far is presented with possible
categorization and the sub-committee is actively following up on items by reaching out
to responsible people. A mechanism to track progress will be added soon. Since UEC is
starting to receive active input from users, a feedback management process was
proposed. Among the main points, the chair will appoint two members who will be
responsible to monitor feedback, reach out to responsible people and track progress.
The progress on the feedback is either presented on the UEC webpage or included in the
minutes so users are informed of the progress. The question of what is the definition of
users will be followed up by the UEC Constitution Task Force as part of their charge.
Fermilab Student and Postdoc Association (FSPA)
Karl Warburton reported.
• The Chinese New Year Party that was held in February was a success and had
about 150 attendees. FSPA thanks global services for their help in making this a
success event.
• FSPA Jobs Board is very close to be done and will be launched soon.
• FSPA also started a monthly newsletter, the first one was circulated to FSPA
members on January 22nd.
• Four of the FSPA members will be joining the March DC trip.
• As is done every year, New Perspectives will be held on June 18 and 19, two days
before the annual Users meeting. The New Perspectives website is available now
(http://fspa.fnal.gov/new-perspectives-2018/). The deadline for abstracts will be
April 30. The time table with speaker assignments will be announced on May 11.
• Upcoming events, dates to be finalized: A badminton tournament, possibly an
Easter party in April and more career events. Stay tuned to hear more from
FSPA.
Minutes drafted and signed by Sowjanya Gollapinni.

Upcoming Events:
•
•

New Perspectives, June 18-19, 2018
51st Annual Users Meeting, June 20-21, 2018

Regular reminders & useful links:
Housing options can be found at:
https://fermipoint.fnal.gov/service/TravelSystem/SitePages/Lodging%20Near%20Fermilab.aspx

Frontier Pub webpage:
https://www.facebook.com/thefrontierpub/
Frontier Pub new menu:
https://fermipoint.fnal.gov/organization/os/FESS/web_docs/Shared%20Documents/Fro
ntierPubMenu.pdf
Rental car information:
https://get-connected.fnal.gov/users/services/
UEC user feedback form:
https://orgs.fnal.gov/fermilab_users_org/Feedback.html

